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SUMMARY
Carcass weight and composition are important to producers of sheep meat.
Selection objectives for carcass weight and composition have been defined in
economic and biological terms. A specific objective results in a range of
biological responses depending on the specific selection strategy.
Evaluation
of selection criteria by comparing their biological responses seems desirable.
Estimates of genetic correlations among different fat depots, fat measurements,
and total carcass fat predict that selection against any one carcass fat
measurement will reduce all fat measurements and total fat.
Selection for and
against ultrasonic fat depth has resulted in differences in carcass fat.
Experimental evidence suggests that sheep do not need to be overly fat to
express genetic differences in fatness.
INTRODUCTION
Consumers in affluent countries are increasingly aware of the need to
reduce intake of calories and fat (NRC, 1988). Choosing leaner meats
contributes to this dietary goal. However, this preference for meat with less
fat has not been translated into significant price differentials in most
countries.
A change in pricing of animals and carcasses to reflect perceived
consumer preferences seems logical and desirable, but this has been stated
repeatedly for at least 30 years. New Zealand seems to have made the strongest
move toward pricing lamb based on composition (Kirton, 1989). The desire to
reduce fat in sheep meat can be coupled with the desire for heavier carcasses.
Heavier carcasses reduce animal unit costs per kg of meat.
Heavier carcasses
require faster growth rates when seasonal pasture growth determines slaughter
age, older slaughter ages when feed availability is not a constraint, or a
combination of increased growth rate and older slaughter ages.
Sheep breeders have many different selection objectives befitting the
different production resources, product preferences and marketing opportunities
that exist in the world.
For some, production of sheep meat is the primary
objective.
For some, wool, pelt, or milk share their importance with meat
production. Meat production is unimportant to others.
Concentration on growth
and carcass composition does not absolve breeders from determining a complete
selection objective.
This paper concerns what is known about the genetics of
growth and carcass composition of sheep and how that knowledge can be used to
improve production of sheep meat. Two specific areas of selection for growth
and composition will be discussed whether this is the entire selection
objective or only a part. These areas are the nature of genetic variation for
these traits and the choice of selection objectives and selection criterion to
put appropriate emphasis on weight and composition.
SELECTION OBJECTIVES
Producers concerned with sheep meat production will find that their
objective can be described in terms of a mixture of emphases on a triad
consisting of quality, growth rate and efficiency.
Other biological objectives
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can be considered to be combinations of this triad. For instance, lean growth
is a combination of growth rate and composition, lean growth efficiency is a
combination of growth rate, composition and efficiency, and economic indexes
also can be combinations of the triad. Thus, the part of any economic
selection objective that deals with meat production can be classified as a
biological objective by determining where the economic objective falls in the
triad. This may help to determine whether economic selection objectives are
compatible with longer term biological objectives. Conversely, this can
determine whether a biological objective makes economic sense.
For this
discussion, quality and carcass composition will be considered synonymous,
growth rate to be weight for age or weight gain per day, and efficiency to be
gross efficiency of converting feed energy to carcass weight.
Selection objectives have been proposed based on several perspectives.
Simm et a l . (1987b) determined an economic objective from the perspective of an
individual producer. Values of NZ$5.65/kg for increased weight of lean and
NZ$4.12/kg for decreased weight of fat were based on a then current pricing
scheme in New Zealand.
Implicit in the use of these values to determine
selection indexes and responses was the assumption of a constant slaughter
age.
Parratt and Simm (1987) took a national (lowland UK) viewpoint of
selection objectives for sire breeds.
Relative values per standard deviation
of growth rate, killing-out % and carcass lean % were 1, 0.532, and 0.5,
respectively.
In this case, carcass composition was not a strong factor in
pricing carcasses.
A constant slaughter age was also implicit in the use of
these relative values.
Bennett and Clarke (1984) determined expected response when the selection
objective was either carcass fat % adjusted for weight or weight of lean at a
constant age. Results showed a wide variety of correlated responses in weight
and fat % to each biological objective and to different selection criteria and
information sources. The selection objective of decreasing adjusted fat % was
most compatible with the national (NZ) goal of increasing carcass weights by
1.5 kg and decreasing carcass fat by 1 %. Simm and Dingwall (1989) evaluated
predicted responses for a range of relative values for fat and lean weight.
For a specific selection program, relative weights of +3 for lean and -1 for
fat resulted in 89 and 34 % of the expected change in lean and fat,
respectively, compared with weighting lean by +1 and fat by 0. They
recommended changing these weightings for different selection programs.
Selection objectives need to be considered for specific production
situations. A first approximation to defining a selection objective starts
with determining when slaughter lambs are sold and how they are priced.
Reasons for slaughter are (1) reaching a target weight for a particular market
specified by price discounts for under- and overweight carcasses,
(2) exhausting seasonal pasture growth or other time related factors,
(3) reaching a desired fatness beyond which results in price discounts, or
(4) a combination of the above. When a target weight is the basis for pricing
lambs, the selection objective depends on whether lambs are fed concentrates or
grazed on pasture.
Growth rate is a reasonable selection objective if lambs
are grazed on pasture and do not reach the target weight when pasture growth
starts to decline.
Neither growth rate nor composition is a good selection
objective if there is little opportunity cost for pasture not consumed by
lambs.
For lambs fed concentrate, increasing growth rate to a desired weight
increases lamb feed conversion rates.
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When weight has little direct effect on price per kg or indirect effect
through fatness, then increased weight is desirable.
In production systems
where pasture growth determines slaughter age, increased weight is obtained
through increased growth rate. When fatness is a basis of price and
particularly when there is a sharp decline 'in price for over fat lambs such as
in New Zealand (Kirton, 1989), current level of fatness needs to be assessed to
determine the selection objective.
If lambs are not over fat when pasture
growth declines, increasing growth rate is a reasonable selection objective.
However, if lambs are slaughtered because they are starting to become over fat
but pasture is still available, then selection should be aimed at decreasing
fatness so that lambs can be grown to older ages and heavier weights without
becoming too fat.
If lambs start to become over fat and pastures also are
declining, then increasing only growth rate or decreasing only fatness will not
result in more weight of lamb sold.
In this scenario, both growth rate and
leanness need to be increased simultaneously to increase sale weights.
Definition of a selection objective, either economically or biologically,
does not define a particular biological response. Gibson (1989) has discussed
the general problem of economic indexes and source of selection information.
Taking account of the different types of animals resulting from alternative
selection strategies was suggested when economic weights were uncertain. Where
this problem has been recognized, single-trait biological objectives have been
offered as an alternative (Fowler et a l .. 1987). However, an identical problem
exists if selection criteria are determined by maximizing the correlation
between the selection objective and the indirect selection criteria.
In the
context of selection for growth and composition, direct selection for lean
growth may result in the desired responses in growth rate and leanness for a
particular production scenario, yet selection for lean growth using indirect
measurements may produce undesirable results. Results from Bennett and Clarke
(1984) and Simm and Dingwall (1989) illustrate the problem (Table 1).
For
fixed selection objectives different selection responses were obtained for
different strategies. The differences were in both absolute and relative
changes in fat and lean weights.
Figure 1 (based on Simm and Dingwall, 1989) shows the effects of changing
the ratio of relative economic weights for fat and lean on weight of lean and
fat adjusted for age and weight of lean adjusted for fat percent when the
selection criterion is fixed. When lean adjusted for fat percent is greater
than lean adjusted for age, lambs are leaner on both an age and weight basis.
A lean:fat ratio of 1:-1 always maximizes lean adjusted for composition.
It is
clear that small compromises in maximizing lean growth rate result in
substantially reduced fat growth rate. Simm and Dingwall (1989) concluded that
a ratio of 3:-l was an appropriate compromise when considering primarily age
adjusted responses. Others may be willing to sacrifice even more lean growth
rate in order to increase lean weight at a desired composition.
Setting a selection objective given the uncertainties in future economic
weights and the variable responses for a given set of economic or biological
weights is a problem.
Reasonable approaches to this problem are (1) setting a
selection goal, or (2) determining desirable biological changes. An example of
goal setting was the New Zealand Meat Producers Board statement of a desire to
increase simultaneously the average carcass weight by 1.5 kg and reduce the
average fat percentage by 1 % (Frazer, 1983). Biology sometimes can determine
desirable biological changes. For instance, lean growth rate is a commonly
discussed selection objective at least in part because desirable correlated
responses in fatness are expected. It is apparent from Table 1 that simply
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Table 1 Predicted genetic changes for different selection objectives and
strategies.

Strategv

Objective

Response (g/vr)
Lean adjusted
Age adjusted
for fat %
Lean
Fat

Ratio
lean:fat

3xLean - Fata

Index 1
Index 2
Live weight
Lean weight

194
189
206
292

67
135
261
148

233
99
-101
264

2.9
1.4
.8
2.0

Lean weight b

Live weight
OUF index
PGR index
PSG index
CPR index

150
160
190
200
170

120
100
140
130
60

55
110
92
128
202

1.3
1.6
1.4
1.5
2.8

Adjusted fat*5

Live weight
OUF index
PGR index
PSG index
CPR index

150
120
160
180
130

120
40
80
50
-10

55
147
147
238
257

1.3
1.6
2.0
3.6
-13.0

a Simm and Dingwall (1989).
k Bennett and Clarke (1984).

0.1

1

10

L O G R A T IO O F R E V LEAN : - R E V FAT
Figure 1 Predicted genetic changes for lean and fat weight adjusted for age and
for lean weight adjusted for fat percent based on an index of live
weight, ultrasonic fat depth and ultrasonic muscle depth and a range
of relative economic values (REV) for lean and fat at a constant age
(after Simm and Dingwall, 1989).
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maximizing the correlation between the selection criteria and lean growth does
not specify the correlated response. Eisen and Frasetyo (1987) have explored
other biological responses in mice.
GENETIC VARIATION
Several studies of variation in sheep carcass composition have been
completed in the past 10 years.
It has long been known that fat makes up a
high proportion of carcass weight gain near the usual age of slaughter.
Some
evidence suggests that this proportion is little influenced by genotype.
For
instance, Bennett et a l . (1988b) found little difference in the fat and
fat-free partition of carcass weight gain between Southdown and Suffolk sired
lambs.
Both put about 48 % of their postweaning carcass weight gain into fat,
despite the fact that from conception to weaning Southdown-sired lambs
partitioned 25.5 % of their carcass weight to fat and Suffolk-sired lambs only
23.0 %. Within breed selection differences were consistent with the breed
differences.
These results should serve as a warning to those looking for
biochemical explanations for energy partitioning during the postweaning
period.
Results such as these suggest that genetic differences in partitioning
may be expressesd before weaning, and that genetic differences in fat adjusted
for weight are not due to large differences in partitioning of postweaning
carcass gain but are due to different growth rates with similar partitioning.
Bennett et a l . (1990) found that wether lambs had more fat-free carcass
weight than ewe lambs but the same weight of fat when slaughtered at the same
age.
Bennett et a l . (1988b) found that Southdown- and Suffolk-sired lambs had
similar weights of fat but different weights of fat-free carcass averaged over
two slaughter ages.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the data presented
by Fourie et a l . (1970).
Is there any reason to ascribe biological
significance to this near constancy of fat growth rate? It would be remarkable
if these were just coincidences; but biological reasons for near constancy of
fat growth are not apparent. Perhaps some insights into the nature of genetic
variation in composition and growth will be gained in the future if it is
recognized that sheep are not just big, woolly mice.
The obvious important difference between sheep and mice, rats or pigs is
the rumen and the fact that sheep often are fed forages that can either be of
limited availability or quality. This mhy mean that the large body of
experimental results on selection for growth and body composition in mice, rats
and pigs do not directly apply to sheep. The relationship between growth and
body composition in monogastrics has been analyzed in terms of appetite, lean
tissue growth, and tissue maintenance -- fat resulting from the difference
between intake and the energy costs of lean tissue growth and maintenance.
Selection for increased growth rate under ad libitum feeding is expected to
increase lean growth and appetite and also perhaps repartition some of the
energy from fat to lean. The important point is that selection will work on
what limits increased growth in this conceptual model, the energy available for
growth and the efficient conversion of that energy to growth (through lean
rather than fat).
Are limits to increased growth rate in sheep the same as in monogastrics?
Ruminants have the possibility of at least one other constraint on the growth
of lean mass: the amount of amino acid available for maintenance and growth of
lean tissue.
In monogastrics, the supply of protein and energy can be
considered somewhat independently.
In the ruminant, protein and energy can be
supplied independently to the rumen but protein supplied in excess of the
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requirements for microbial growth is degraded. As a result, the amount of
amino acids available for growth and maintenance is closely tied to the energy
available for growth and maintenance (Hovell et a l .. 1983).
It may be possible
that a lamb can have enough energy but not enough amino acids to express a high
lean growth potential.
At high average growth rates resulting from concentrate
feeding, both energy and amino acid supply may exceed lean growth potential
(Leymaster and Jenkins, 1985).
Interesting results from feeding ruminal bypass
proteins to sheep suggest the possibility of making the supply of energy and
amino acids more independent (Vipond et al .■ 1989). Without bypass protein,
the relatively constant ratio of microbial amino acids to microbial energy
would help explain the similar partitioning of postweaning fat and fat-free
carcass weight gain in different breeds. However, genetic correlations suggest
that it should be possible to change the ratio of fat and fat-free carcass
weight.
Effective use of models of rumen digestion in the coming decade should
increase our understanding of the opportunities for changing body composition.
Is there any evidence about the appropriate age, weight or fat range that
should be used for selection? It is generally agreed that preweaning growth in
sheep is less heritable than postweaning growth.
It is commonly assumed that
animals that are fatter on average will have a better chance of expressing
their genetic propensity for fatness. Also, it is usually assumed that traits
such as fat depths, which become more variable and less discrete as their means
increase, should be more closely correlated to composition in fatter lambs.
Bennett et a l . (1988a) found that increased fatness resulting from normal
growth did not result in an increase in variability of fatness.
Furthermore,
correlations of proportion of fat with fat depths anad other possible carcass
indicators did not get stronger as average proportion of fat increased.
Genetic variability and correlations could not be estimated from this study,
but it is still an indication that animals do not have to be extremely fat or
old to be able to identify sheep with a genetic tendency toward over fatness
This is compatible with the selection and use of ram lambs and the evaluation
and use of progeny-tested rams to produce offspring at two-years of age.
Sheep breeders have been concerned about the possibility that selection for
reduced fat at one spot may simply redistribute the fat elsewhere rather than
reduce total fat. Estimates of genetic correlations are now available to
address this concern. Wolfe et a l . (1981) found that total subcutaneous,
intermuscular and internal fats were moderately to highly positively correlated
(Table 2). Parratt et a l . (1987) found that total, subcutaneous, and
intermuscular fats were highly positively correlated (Table 3). Results
obtained from Ruakura, New Zealand (Bennett et al., 1990) show that
subcutaneous fat depths measured at seven places on the back and side of sheep
carcasses are all highly positively correlated among themselves and with fat
weight (Table 4). However, all correlations among fat depths and depots are
also less than one. This leads to the conclusion that selection to reduce any
fat depot will lead to reductions in all fat depots. Also, selection based on
any one depot will result in greater reduction in that depot than in other
depots relative to the total reduction in fat. Thus, adjustment of select and
control lines to a common fat weight will cause the illusion of fat being
shifted from one depot to another.
In fact, this is only a differential
reduction and not a redistribution of fat.
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Table 2 Genetic correlations among fat measurements in carcasses of lambs
adjusted to the same live weight (from Wolfe et a l .. 1981).
SF
.9

% total fat (TF)
% subcutaneous
fat (SF)
% intermuscular
fat (IMF)
% internal
fat (KKCF)
Subcutaneous
fat depth (SFD)
Subcutaneous
fat score (SFS)

IMF
.8

KKCF
.8

.6

SFD
.7

SFS
.9

_h!
.37

.7

.8

.8

.36

.4ns3

.5

.4

.37

.6

.7

.37

.7

.21
.27

3 Less than twice the standard error
Table 3 Genetic correlations among weights of dissected fat depots adjusted for
carcass weight differences estimated by Parratt et a l . (1987, based on
1431 lamb carcasses from 110 sires).
SCF
.8

Intermuscular fat (IMF)
Subcutaneous fat (SCF)
Total fat weight (TFW)

TFW
.9
.97

h2
.32
.49
.50

Table 4 Genetic correlations among subcutaneous fat depths, carcass weight and
fat weight.
Correlations (approx, s.e. + .1) were adjusted to a common
age (upper right) or carcass weight (lower left)/ Results from Bennett
et a l . (1990).

Measurement3
Carcass Wt
Fat Wt (FW)

FW
.9
—

SI
.6
.8

adjusted
for
carcass
weicht

S2_
.5
.8

C
.7
.9

J
.7
.9

LI
.6
.8

L2
.6
.8

L3
.7
.9

.8

.8
.7

.9
.7

.8
.6

.6
.6

.8
.8

.19
.32

.8
.8

.8
.8

.9
.9

.24
.20

____

.8

.6
.8

—

.9
.8

.24
.20
.14

SI
S2

.7
.7

—

.7

—

c
J

.7
.6

.7
.8

.5
.5

____

.8

.7

...

LI
L2
L3

.7
.6
.7

.7
.4
.6

.4
.4
.7

.7
.6
.7

.7
.5
.7

.6

—

____

.34

a S1,S2 - fat depths between 5th and 6th ribs; C,J - fat depths
between last thoracic and 1st lumbar vertebra; L1.L2.L3 - fat depths
between last lumbar and 1st sacral vertebra; S1,C,L1 are the most
dorsal measurements at each section, J,S2,L3 are similar distances from
the vertebral column, and L2 is the most ventral measurement.
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Experimental attempts to select for single fat depths generally agree with
the genetic correlation estimates. Results from Bennett et a l . (1988b)
suggested that selection for back fat in Southdowns produced decreases in back
fat and total carcass fat but no change or an increase in total tissue depth
over the rib and kidney fat. Similar selection in Suffolks decreased all
measures of fatness. Kadim et a l . (1988) reported some differences in the
distribution of reductions in fat based on genetic and phenotypic selection for
ultrasonic fat in Southdowns, but all fat depots and measurements were reduced.
Which fat depths should be used if all are positively correlated with fat
percent? To a large extent, the choice of measurements is made on practical
considerations: ability to define the measurement anatomically, a site not
subject to mutilation during normal slaughter and dressing procedures, easy
access to measurement in normal slaughter procedures or on the live sheep, and
low cost. Among those measurements considered to be practical, further choice
is generally guided by the precision of predicting carcass lean composition and
by stability of the regression (Kempster, 1981). Phenotypic correlations are
composed of both genetic and environmental components. Variance in fat depths
due to measurement error is included in environmental variance and should be
uncorrelated with measurement error of fat weight. Thus, it might be expected
that genetic correlations will be larger than environmental and phenotypic
correlations.
It is also apparent that the ranking of genetic correlations can
be somewhat different from the ranking of phenotypic correlations. Response to
individual selection depends on both heritability and genetic correlation, but
response to sib or progeny test is much less dependent on heritability and more
so on genetic correlation.
Genetic, environmental, and phenotypic correlations between fat weight and
seven subcutaneous fat depths adjusted for carcass weight were compared to test
these ideas (Table 5). Estimated genetic correlations were larger than
environmental or phenotypic correlations by about .3 and .2, respectively.
Ranking of phenotypic correlations was not closely related to ranking of
genetic correlations. However, the estimated genetic correlation between a fat
depth and fat weight was closely and inversely related to its average fat
depth.
It is often assumed that fat measurements with greater mean depths
should be better indicators of fatness. Perhaps smaller fat depths indicate a
more highly regulated fat depot whose regulation is more related to that of
total fat.
Table 5 Relationship between the mean of a subcutaneous fat depth and its
correlation with fat weight adjusted for carcass weight.
Correlation with fat weieht
Phenotvnic
Environmental
Genetic
Mean, mm
fat denth
.39
.28
.72
2.14
SI
.51
.44
.69
2.52
c
.49
.45
.69
5.39
L3
.49
.40
.66
6.17
S2
.39
.29
.65
6.47
LI
.48
.43
.64
7.30
J
.34
.27
.55
11.42
L2
Repression of correlation on mean
.50 ± .06
.41 ± .09
.76 ± .02
Constant
-.010 ± .008
-.008 ± .011
-.017 ± .002
Coefficient
.22
.08
.93
R*
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SELECTION RESULTS
Results from several selection experiments have been published over the
last decade. Three experiments in New Zealand have selected for divergent
ultrasonic fat depth measurements over one or more generations.
These
experiments clearly showed that changes could be made both in the fat depth and
in the proportion of the carcass that is fat by ultrasonic fat depth
selection.
Bennett et a l . (1988b) divergently selected rams within Southdown
and Suffolk flocks for repeated ultrasonic measurements of fat depth adjusted
for live weight.
Their crossbred lambs differed in fat depth by .5 mm or 15 %
of the mean, and in weight of carcass fat by .43 kg or 10 % of the mean.
Genetic differences in the divergently selected sires are expected to be twice
the progeny differences.
Lord et al . (1988) further selected rams from
Coopworth lines that previously had been selected for increased or decreased
ultrasonic fat depth adjusted for live weight.
Progeny resulting from crossing
these rams with Romney ewes differed by 1.1 mm or 40 % in back fat and by .43
kg or 13 % in carcass fat. Genetic differences between the sires are expected
to be twice the progeny differences and the genetic difference between lines to
be less than the sire difference. Kadim et al. (1989) slaughtered 15- to
18-month-old rams from two Southdown lines selected for increased or decreased
ultrasonic fat depth adjusted for live weight. The rams themselves also were
selected.
Fat depth differed by 3.5 mm or 50 % and carcass fat weight by .71
kg or 16 %. Based on the reported differences in the selection criterion
between lines and slaughtered rams, the genetic difference between these two
lines is probably two-thirds or more of the reported differences.
In the three
experiments, genetic differences between sires and(or) lines were 30 to 80 %
for the carcass fat depth most closely related to the ultrasonic fat
measurement, and 16 to 26 % for weight of carcass fat.
Thompson et a l . (1985) found that a high weaning weight line was less fat
than a low line when measured at maturity. However, at light weights, the
lines were more similar or reversed. Cameron and Smith (1985) progeny-tested
rams selected for high or low 100-day weight under artificial rearing.
High
weight rams produced progeny that were leaner at equal weights.
EVALUATION OF SELECTION CRITERIA
What is the best way to evaluate the precision of indirect measurements of
lean tissue growth or proportion? Regression procedures accounting first for
live or carcass weight are recommended (Kempster, 1981).
Simm et a l . (1987a)
have shown that weight tends to dominate prediction of lean tissue growth.
This is expected because of the part-whole relationship.
However, Bennett
(1989) has shown that the usual regression methods can put too much emphasis on
weight resulting in the correlation of weight with predicted composition being
larger than with actual composition.
Since the difference between carcass and
lean weight is fat, overemphasis on weight results in an excess of fat.
Restricted regression procedures can be used to alter emphasis among
measurements.
When the selection objective is lean tissue growth rate (LTGR),
it seems desirable to restrict the ratio of the regression of fat growth on
predicted lean tissue growth rate (PLTGR) to the regression of LTGR on PLTGR.
The same type of sheep (fat:lean) will be selected regardless of the criterion
with this restriction.
An example of restricted and unrestricted predictions
is shown in Table 6. Simm and Dingwall (1989) have also suggested evaluating
different criteria for increased weight of lean with no change in fat weight.
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Table 6 Prediction equations for lean tissue growth rate (PLTGR) and
regressions of fat and lean growth on PLTGR.

Prediction eauation3
Carcass weight (CWT)
.36 CWT - .19 C
.33 CWT - .18 C + .06 EMA
.35 CWT - .13 C + .06 EMA - .02 J
.33 CWT - .55 C
.27 CWT - .49 C + .15 EMA
.34 CWT - .29 C + .13 EMA - .05 J
Lean tissue growth rate (LTGR)

R2
.85
.88
.89
.90
.66
.70
.77
1.00

Regression on
PLTGR
Lean
Fat
.79
.97
.74
.99
.73
.99
1.00
.71
.86
.46
.48
.88
.50
.92
.54
1.00

Ratio
.82
.75
.74
.72
.54
.54
.54
.54

a C and J are fat depths, EMA is eye muscle area.
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